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in Bremen and Verden because they controlled the mouth
of the Weser.
English I English policy from 1714-39 commands respect, if not
policy1 sue- enthusiastic admiration. Successive ministries had set out
maintenance to maintain the Hanoverian Succession and all that it
ov iian^uc" represented to England, and therefore also to uphold the
cession and Treaty of Utrecht. In one important respect only had its
the Treaty   ,	.  .	-	.      -	0         • i_      i   •	r-      /   i   -r    -,
of Utrecht    provisions been broken ; Spanish claims in Central Italy
were admitted, and this only after English power in the
i Mediterranean had been fully secured.    On the other hand,
British statesmen had not only defeated the " Fifteen/' but
by securing the friendship of France, had prevented the
Pretender from becoming a dangerous pawn in the hands
of European Powers.    France, from being the chief thorn
; in England's side, had become for the greater part of this
! period her ally.    Until 1733, relying on the strength of
i English support, she allowed her energies to lag, her navy
: to be depleted, and her policy to be quiescent.   At the
: same time her continued hostility to Spain and her sullen
I1 suspicion of possible Imperial designs in Central Europe
j caused her to lose an opportunity to turn her attention
; seriously to colonial and commercial development.   If English
I foreign policy cannot be credited with either brilliance or
} great foresight, it was nevertheless firm and sound. Approxi-
mately twenty-five years had passed and Great Britain
! had been involved in no great war ; these years of comparative
and in keepj peace were  invaluable.   They  had  allowed  England  to
her interests
in Europe,
for twenty recover from the strain of her recent wars; they had made
five years. / pOSSibie the undisturbed execution of Walpole's policy of
commercial development; they had permitted a great expan-
sion of English power overseas.
But Britain t On the other hand, English maritime and commercial de-
velopments had been purchased at the expense of a certain
mortgaging of her interests in Central Europe, England
had watched the rapid rise to power of both Russia and
Prussia, and had failed either to check or to win them.
iPrussian forces already exceeded those of the Empire,1 and
^subsequent history soon revealed the strength of the Prussian
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